
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of analytics & sales.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for analytics & sales

Takes ownership and accountability for all commercial reporting
Learns and monitors industry trends and best practices to continuously
improve Business Intelligence capabilities
Identifies and defines key strategic questions, business issues and metrics
Develops strategic, analytical financial frameworks to conduct analyses
Leads problem solving and opportunity evaluation
Act as the Sales department’s primary liaison with multiple departments for
the customer level demand planning process focused on promotions and new
products ensuring accuracy
Manage and lead the Sales Analytics team in performing POS analysis using
IRI and incorporating shipment analysis for a variety of analytic purposes
supporting the Sales team with adhoc analysis requests on their business
Solicits product placements into theatres within the territory and acquire
weekly holdovers to attain superior grossing potential through multiple
content formats and length of engagement
Based on Home Office term guidelines, negotiates term requirements of
weekly film engagements with theatre owners/buyers and enforce
advance/guarantee policies (where allowed by law) to ensure collection of
high-risk receivables and secures profits from potential low-grossing
engagements
Accurately estimates total licensed engagements, digital content packages
required by special format type and film print counts for upcoming WB
releases for Director of Sales

Example of Analytics & Sales Job Description
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Must be self driven, independent, adaptable, detail-oriented, and execution
focused
Microsoft Excel skills proficient (Pivot tables, V-lookups)
Strong communication skills are necessary to effectively interface with all
levels of management, the ability to achieve results under tight time
constraints
Applies professional knowledge of many of the sales-related activities and
processes to assigned sales support activities
Total experience of 10years+ of which minimum experience of 2-3 years in
Sales Support for Analytics Platform Offerings
A passion for the Premium skincare brands


